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Product Introduction:
MINI300 supports two kinds of functions
1. WiFi Repeater (MINI300): is a functional device that assists the Internet communication gateway to expand wireless coverage area. It is mainly used for expansion of wireless network signal and area coverage to make sure the smooth running of home wireless network.

2. Intelligent WiFi Bridge mode (MINI300): WiFi intelligent bridge function, wireless to wired, wired to wireless intelligent switching.
Remark:
When you want to restore the factory default setting, please press RESET button on the product for 5 seconds, after blue light blink a few, it will reset automatically (it will take about 30 seconds).

Chapter 1 Quick Setting Guide of WiFi Repeater mode

1. Configure MINI300
   - Wireless connect MINI300 by laptops, smart mobiles, IPAD and other wireless devices.
   - The default WiFi SSID (WiFi name) is: VONETS_the last six characters of product MAC address.
   - The default WiFi password is 12345678
   See the following picture:

2. Open the IE browser, enter http://vonets.cfg virtual domain name setting(VDNS).

   Remark: Enter domain name, then Enter, the login page will appear, the default admin and password is admin.

3. Scan Hotspots
   After entering the IE browser, the WiFi hotspots window will appear, can search the WiFi hotspots signal that opened SSID broadcast around, please see the following:

   Remark: After configured successfully, the WiFi name and password of the device are not the same as the source hotspot's parameters, users can go to WiFi Repeater menu to change SSID and password.